2014 – 2015 Information Internetworks Pre-Requisite Chart

CS 1301 Intro to Computing

CS 1331 Object-Oriented Programming

CS 2110 Comp Organization & Programming
CS 2340 Objects & Design
CS 1332 Data Structures & Algorithms

CS 2050 Intro Discrete Math for CS
Math 3012 Combinatorics

Math 1501 Calculus I
Math 1502 Calculus II
Math 2605 Calculus III for CS
Prob/Stat Requirement

CS 4365 * Intro to Enterprise Computing
CS 2200 Computer Systems & Networks

CS 4356 * Intro to Information Security
CS 3251 * Networking I
CS 4261 * Mobile Apps & Services

CS 4237 * Comp & Network Security
CS 4251* Computer Networking II
CS 4255 * Intro Network Management
CS 4270 * Data Comm Lab

CS 4400 * Intro to Database Systems
CS 4460 * Intro Information Visualization
CS 4420 * Database System Implement
CS 4440 * Database Technologies

Math 1501 Calculus I

* Thread Picks
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